C.E. Smith
MUSEUM OF
ANTHROPOLOGY

presents

LATINX
SYNTHESIS
Natural and Supernatural Heritage

Open Mon-Sat February 18 – May 17 | 11 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Hayward Campus | Meiklejohn Hall 4047
LATINX SYNTHESIS
Natural and Supernatural Heritage

From Peralta Hacienda Historical Park in Oakland to Bay Area spiritual practitioners, this exhibit highlights the complexity of Latinx life. The museum provides refuge to folk saints unwelcome in the religious mainstream while offering a historical context to their Bay Area backdrop. From the veneration and worship of African and Native American gods to the quiet lives of colonial-era ranchers, the exhibit exposes the deep roots of contemporary Latinx culture in Northern California. Visitors are invited to commune with Latinx folk saints, experience East Bay history, and interact with technologies that transformed the area centuries ago.

Opening reception Thursday, February 21 | 4:30 – 7 p.m.
Open Mon-Sat February 18 – May 17 | 11 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Closed Spring Break: March 30 - April 7